
Concur Expense minimizes the work of managing expenses, but 
even if you’re using it to its full extent, it’s only half of what it could 
be. Add the world’s leading travel solution to the mix, and create a 
powerful pairing that simplifies business travel, strengthens your 
travel programs, and helps you take control of every expense. 

What does a combined Concur Travel 
and Expense solution deliver to your 
employees and your company?

Coupling Concur Expense and  
Concur Travel not only makes work  
easier, it gives you the power to do more.

More smiles 
on the road.
Travel charges flow right into Concur Expense, 
so expense reports pretty much write 
themselves. But that’s just the beginning: 

• Booking is better: A simple, smooth booking and mobile 
experience makes finding the right flight, train, car, or 
hotel far more enjoyable. 

• Travel is safer: Tailored guidance provides insights into 
everything from neighborhood safety scores to COVID-19 
protocols, each based on individual itineraries.

• Trips are smoother: Real-time alerts update travelers 
about changes to their itinerary, helping them find other 
options while tracking valuable rewards points.

Power Couple
The benefits of pairing  
Concur Travel and Concur Expense.

• Compliance is stronger: AI (Artificial Intelligence) and 
machine learning scan every travel expense.

• Analysis is sharper: Pre-built reports and dashboards deliver 
a complete travel and expense picture to help you assess 
compliance, spending patterns, and where to improve.  

• Change is easier: Policies, approvals, and workflows can be 
easily adapted to keep with expense policy shifts or the new 
travel demands of work-from-home employees.

Detailed travel transaction data lets Concur Expense 
do what it does best, and you reap the rewards:

More command 
over costs and 
compliance.

• Measurement is simpler: Pre-built reports help set  
and manage sustainability goals alongside your 
spending priorities.

• Priorities are clearer: Focused messaging reminds 
travelers of sustainability efforts as they book their trips.

• Choices are easier: Alerts help travelers determine 
when a train is a better option than a flight, or when 
hotels or rental cars have better environmental ratings. 

Bring spending and sustainability 
goals together, so: 

More 
sustainability. 
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